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It’s the end of another semester, and what a rainy semester Kirsten Stirling
it has been! It appears the weather has been compensating
for the bright and beautiful personalities and minds of the Anonymous
readers of MUSE magazine. As our essays begin to flourish Three Small
and the exam topics’ seeds have been planted, MUSE Weather Love Poems
magazine is here as always to give you a break from the
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We wish you all, dear MUSE readers, an incredible end of
Spring and beginning of Summer, and we are pleased as
always to have put this together for you. We even hope that
this might inspire you to create your own work, for a future
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We’re happy to present the 2019 Spring edition full of
lots of poetry, some of which are anonymous, as well as a
short story, and a recipe for tomato sauce. This issue also
includes a follow-up interview of Kirsten Stirling who was
promoted to Professeure Associée in the Faculty, whose
first interview with MUSE was exactly 10 years ago. To
hear how her experience at Unil has changed (or stayed
the same!), check that out. We also have a co-written advice
column of literary characters who need Felicity’s help! Can
you recognise them?

For more info on the magazine, contact us at
muse.unil@gmail.com
Visit our website for past web and print issues:
unil.ch/musemagazine
And don’t forget to like our Facebook page:
facebook.com/museunil
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Interview with Kirsten Stirling

Upon first walking into Kirsten Stirling’s office,
the first thing that strikes me is the sense of
homeliness. There are two (very) comfortable
chairs, and a kettle with boxes and boxes of tea.
This is a space in which one can easily get very
comfortable, which is exactly what I did as I
settled down to speak with her about the past of
the English department, her advice for students,
and her own recent promotion.
MUSE had already interviewed Kirsten in
2009, when she was promoted to MER. She was
recently promoted once again, this time to the
rank of Professeure Associée. So naturally, my
first question for her was blatantly lifted from the
previous interviewer’s work, as I ask her what this
new role means for her. Well, in some ways it’s just a
slight change of function. It does mean that I will hopefully
have more time to devote to research. The biggest practical
difference is that I will actually teach one class less than
I did as MER. What I’m looking forward to is having
a bit more time to just research and publish and move on.
I think that is the most important difference between the
MER and professor position- not so much the value, but the
time given to research. MER is also a research position, but
there’s slightly more teaching. I think that’s going to be the
biggest difference. Although there are a lot of administrative
responsibilities for professor, she adds, I had quite a lot of
those already. So, I think the research is going to be a really
nice change.
During her first interview, Kirsten already talked
about her interest in John Donne. My next
question is naturally about him- has that changed?
Still John Donne, she answers. That’s the main part
of my research, finishing a book I probably mentioned ten
years ago about John Donne. Hopefully that will be sent off
to the publishers in the summer. You can maybe come back
in another ten years’ time and see if that actually happened!
So that’s the first thing I really need to get finished. Then
I have other projects- other Donne related projects. But I’ve
never really lost sight of Scottish literature, which was my

first research area. I always teach something Scottish — I
try and teach at least one Scottish class per year. And so
I’m trying to get a research project started on the Scottish
author Alasdair Gray, who I’ve taught in various classes.
If we can get funding for that, that would be a balance to
the Early Modern work I’ve been doing, and that of the
20th century.
So, this interest in John Donne has been longstanding. I, like my predecessor, can’t help but
wonder where it all came from. It was in a class!
I was teaching a second-year Explication de texte class in
2001, and I was trying to teach meter, and find a way to
get students to visualise the way that this particular poem
works. And I said: there’s so many strong stresses crowded
in the middle of this poem- it was a poem about the Last
Judgement, so I said that it was like a painting of the Last
Judgement, with so many bodies crowded in the middle of
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the painting. And because this just came to me — in class
I didn’t have a picture to show them, so they just looked at
me… but that was the germ of the John Donne project.
I thought “oh, that’s an idea”, and followed it up, and
my first published article on John Donne was the one that
developed that idea. That word-image comparison is the
one that has been driving my research on John Donne. And
so then we got Swiss government FNS funding for a project
on space, place, and image in the poetry and prose of John
Donne, which allowed us two doctoral students, and it all
goes back to that moment in a class, which is really nice!
So the lesson underlying that is how teaching and research
interrelate, and I find them essential. I’m trying to bring my
research into my classes, but almost more importantly, my
ideas come out of my classes.

Interview

Rachel too and her own interest in Milton… so I would
say I’m quite happy with the way that’s been developing.
And besides the professors, there’s been students
coming and going the whole time. I wonder if
there is any one piece of advice that she would
like to give to current students.

I think when students leave, I often see former students
or those in their last year saying how much they miss the
classes, and how they wish they’d been able to take more
out of them when they were there. I think that’s a piece of
advice that’s impossible to give to a first — or second-year
student, though. Come to class more often and participate
more! I think that’s the way you get the most out of class…
but then you can’t force someone to do that. People learn
Next, I became curious about the English in their own way. Another thing I’d encourage students to
department itself — how has it changed since that take advantage of is the opportunity to study abroad. We
fateful moment in an explication de texte class?
have some great exchanges with universities in the UK and
the US, and students generally come back having had an
It’s gotten much bigger; I mean we’re huge now both in amazing experience.
terms of students and staff. And although the increase in
staff has not totally matched the increase in student numbers, I am suddenly struck with guilt upon thinking of
it’s a much bigger department than it was. Physically, the class I was planning on missing to conduct
we’re taking up much more space. When I came, we only this interview, but nonetheless push onwards to a
had one corridor and now we’re occupying two. And now perhaps slightly more personal question — about
there’s much more space, and it’s a whole new generation her hobbies or secret talents.
now. There’s only two members of staff who were really
here when I arrived, and you get to see new ways of doing I don’t have any secret talents. For hobbies, I like hillwalking.
things, new collaborations, new people.
It’s a good country for it! The weather tends to be better
than in Scotland. I’ve just finished reading Ali Smith’s
I wonder aloud how the areas of research have book Spring. This is almost entirely pleasure, I did teach
changed — were there always so many different a course on her a few years ago. She’s a Scottish author,
subjects?
she’s amazing, everyone should know her. This is the third
book in a series called the Seasonal Quartet. She’s written
Yes, well, when I came the same subjects were there. Winter, Spring, and Summer will be next year. It’s an
Linguistics would have been the most recent. When I came attempt to write about the contemporary political situation.
in 98, I think the linguistics chair had been there for four or The books are all written in one year. I’d actually love to
five years. Anita is the third professor of English linguistics, know more about the way she writes them — she’s reacting
it’s much more established now. At the time, there was a particularly to Brexit and the political situation in the UK.
professor and an assistant and that was it. Of all the And always some very topical references, but at the same
domains, it’s the one which has grown most noticeably. But time she’s working through what is clearly a well-thought
then for early modern, back in the day Neil Forsyth was the out set of images, which seem to suggest contemporary
professor of modern literature, at least his main interest was life in Great Britain. She always makes connections with
Milton. I wasn’t an early modernist at the time! So now we visual art as well, in all of her writings but particularly in
have me and Kevin with research interests in early modern, this series. Her novels are like extended poems. You have to
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pay the same amount of attention to her use of language.
There’s not really a narrative — that’s not the important
thing. It’s for pleasure but I’m clearly thinking about it in a
work sort of way, and I would quite like to write something
about her. I haven’t yet! So that was the most recent book
I read for pleasure — I was flying home to Glasgow last
week.
I wonder if she often gets the chance to go back
to Scotland.
A few times a year! More than I used to. My mother’s
getting older, so it’s good to go back and check in.
I decide to finish with a brief quick-fire round of
either/or questions.
Tea or coffee?
Tea!
Winter or summer?
Summer.
Pizza or burgers?
Pizza.
As we started early, it looks like I might be able
to make that class I was going to miss after all.
I hurry away, happy to have had the chance to
speak with and learn from Kirsten.
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Three Small Weather Love Poems

Creative Writing – Poetry
Anonymous

I.
If I could make the snow fall up,
I wouldn’t be so cold to you.
II.
I always see you in the strangest places,
Like the air after it rains, and my dreams.
III.
I love your smile, and I love being responsible for it.
It feels like I’ve somehow managed to make the sun come out.

Image: © Author’s
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Endless Fall

They fall in love,
on the endless beach,
and dream big.
On the big beach,
they fall in love,
endless bliss.
The fall is endless.
Lovely dreams
on the big beach.
On the beach,
they fall in love
and endlessly dream big.
Love on the beach;
And they fall endlessly
in a big dream.
And they endlessly fall
In a big love
On the dream beach.
In love, they fall On the beach dreamless.
Big End.
They dreamed less about love,
in Fall,
before it ends.
In the end,
they love less,
And big dreams fall on the beach.
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A Lady’s Prose Poems, Objectively Biased

Anonymously written by a
first year student

■
A midnight’s consternation
A woman’s inner thought makes its way among the incoherencies blithely blossoming around
her.
She’s baring her soul to make this man understand how she is passionately enamoured with
his heart.
Creator of profound desolation, his absence throughout the shiny night invades the tranquillity
of her mind.
More of a spectator than the actress of her own story, facing the dawn, she struggles against
the assumption of an unknown future.

■
Under a cherry tree
On a sunny day in a flowery meadow, two mourning souls sit under a cherry tree.
Entangled hands, rosily overjoyed by the intimate, exhilarating moment: a ceaseless attempt to
compensate the inward ditch created between reality and fantasy.
He blames the bold wind that gently blows on her neck; jealousy seizes him as the dazzling sun
caresses her desirable lips.
Wrestling with the impossibility of touching her loveliest man, she intensifies her wrath against
the promises made.
A harbinger of embittered distress, the haste of their unruly and lingering desires, giggles
pettily.
Would the day come when bodies and souls will be united in an explosion of merriment and
careless love?

■
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Reaching a soul
Sending you a thousand kisses and more.
I will embrace you softly; caressing each part of your soft body.
I lick the top of your upper lip; gazing into your deep eyes.
I imagine the utmost sensation of experimenting with you; concealing the truth of my
deliberate desires.
Flowers are springing around us through the release of our passion.
You attract my heart beyond the confines of the imaginable.
I shall hide from you so I do not fall for you.
For an unbounded time have I sought for better days when my love could touch a soul.
■

Three words: I love you
Allow your humid tongue to lick and tickle delicately the place of my loving inducements.
Amidst the night, the profusion of reminiscences lessens the sorrow of my heart tarnished by
the frailty of his commitments.
My unavowed desire is gradually distracted from its path through your tender words.
Lest I return to my guard, he penetrates my soul through strong and frenetic strokes inside me.
The pleasure reaches its height and mollifies the concern previously felt.
Hypnotized by the sound of his satisfaction, I whispered to my beloved, endowed by beguiling
eyes, the three words bursting into my heart.
■
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Creative Writing – Poetry

Scrambled thoughts and emotions
In a mist of emotions, she can barely keep smiling at the concerns of people overly curious.
What is the point of fantasizing dramatic stories when their sole intention is to nourish the
entrails of irrational fears?
The evil situation whispers its perverse deeds as soon as the sun rises.
The grieving heart fights over it with thousands and one tormented thoughts, nevertheless
persuaded of a possible nascent hope.
A perpetual battle in which only one will emerge victorious. Love against cruel circumstances.
Trusts against the anguish of an uncertain future.
Would they be in a position to overcome such adversity? Only the sincerity of their feelings will
allow them to face the hell of their separation.

Image: © Author’s
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Marie McMullin

They’ve forgotten me, again.
I’ve read through the newspaper, twice,
and my back aches. I know they care,
or they wouldn’t take me out.
It sticks in my throat, though,
not to get a say in how long we stay,
and always having to wait.
I can’t pick up my stick and leave,
I can’t even get up from my seat. They do leave me
catered for: a coffee, the (wrong) paper,
and too much time to kill. What am I
to do but stare at the other silver heads
taken out for a change of scene?
They shuffle by, bent double and knock-kneed,
or sit and stare, slates gone blank.
Some quality people watching, that.
No one believes there’s a story left in the likes of us,
the interesting stuff’s already been written,
and the script’s become terribly dull:
a long list of thank-yous
for everything I can no longer do:
‘Thank you’ for the food I eat, for helping
me dress, for cleaning up my mess, for giving
me pills, for wiping up my spills, for keeping
me clean even when I’m mean, and for answering
when I call that I’ve fallen on the floor.
It’s not easy – for all parties.
Sometimes, just sometimes, I wish
I could act and hear ‘thank you’ back.
But here they are, all smiles, bags in hand.
They’ll tell me what they saw,
and the joke the salesman made.
I’ll laugh, of course.
And say ‘thank you’
when they leave.
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I dream of a language that would pull no punches;
of words that hit and slit and cut,
squeeze the breath out of lungs
as they wrap around throats.
I picture a tongue that wrenches veils
and tears down pretences,
until there is only nakedness,
remains brutal and true.
I fantasize about nouns and verbs
that capture the thousand tiny cuts,
and the gaping weeping wounds,
opened by smiles and slaps.
I yearn for a syntax that burns,
bright and delighted;
one that leaps and writhes,
purifying fire.
I dream of a language,
written or spoken, shouted or whispered,
that proclaims I exist,
despite the wordless agonies.
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Creative Writing – Poetry

Spring Poems

Anonymous

BEEZ

IT IS TIME
It
It is
It is time
It is time to
It is time to make
It is time to make babies
To make babies
To make offspring
It is time to make offspringIt is time to
It is time to find
It is time to find someone
It is time to find someone to
It is time to find someone to make
To make babies
To make offspring
To make offspring with
It is time to find someone to make offspring
With

Image: © ‘‘AGL_0091’’ by andrew.goodson (licensed uder CC BY 2.0).
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Flower, flower, bzz bzz
Left, right, up, down, front, back
Quickly, quickly, zoom, zoom
Sip, suck, sip, suck
Fly, bzz, fly, bzz
In, in, through, through
Over, under, over, under
Bzz, bzz, hive, hive
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Creative Writing – Prose

The Usual Place

Just as she had done for the past few months, Anna woke up with a smile gently resting on her lips. Her
secret was softly pressing upwards in her chest, giving her every breath a kind of lightness and ease
she had seldom known. The sunlight was streaming in through a crack in her curtains, illuminating
the dancing particles of dust which hung in the morning air. She felt suddenly blessed to be allowed to
witness this spectacle, as if it were a show put on by Nature for her sole benefit.
She wondered idly if the post had come yet. She didn’t want to check the letterbox before it did, didn’t
want to face an unnecessary disappointment. The dog would bark when the post came, she was sure.
So, she sat in bed, eager to hear Sandy’s frustrated yipping. Time seemed to creep by, the dust motes
dancing agonisingly slowly, a nervous waltz to match the trembling of her fingers. Finally, after an age
of waiting, Sandy began to frantically yap, sounding nearly like she was laughing, or cackling, maybe.
Anna leapt from her bed and tore downstairs and sprinted barefoot across the humid cement down to
her letterbox. The postman hadn’t even had the time to put all the letters in before she unlocked it and
began rifling through the pile of bills, junk mail, and magazines to find her fine and precious jewel: the
letter. She wanted to tear it open immediately and devour her words, but she thought better of it. She
took a minute to lovingly trace the outline of her name, imagining her writing it. She wondered briefly
if she took the same care that Anna did in writing her letters, if she dedicated as much thought to the
careful combination of ink and paper. It would nearly be more delicious if she didn’t, if she chose the
nearest possible pen in a fervent urge to commit her words to paper, unpreoccupied by considerations
of decorum.
Anna clutched the letter to her chest as she walked indoors and sat on her bed to read the letter. It was
rather slim, rather under half the thickness of the one Anna had sent some weeks prior. There were
the usual greetings, of course, a brief section where she responded to the main points of Anna’s prior
letter. It would seem that she didn’t have much news — or none that she wanted to tell. However, at
the end, a boon:
“I simply cannot wait to see you. Will you be in town the week of the __th? I have planned a visit this
Thursday and thought we might have breakfast. The usual spot.”
Anna lay back on her bed contentedly. This Thursday. The usual spot. That meant the diner where
they had talked the whole night long after that first night they’d met. Of course, this Thursday was
horribly inconvenient for her, but if it was to be Thursday, then she would find a way to liberate
herself of her usual obligations.
The diner was a dingy place, full of truckers and dirty coffee mugs. She so wanted their place to be
better somehow, more beautiful. She sat at a window seat, ordered a mug of black coffee from the
waitress with yellow bleached hair and stained teeth, and waited.
The coffee was bitter, and Anna suddenly regretted taking it black. She had said she liked it black, it
had been something the two of them had bonded over, that night, right at this table. They had giggled
like teenagers until the morning, and Anna could have sworn she could see the stars in her eyes. She
14
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gritted her teeth and swallowed the coffee, grimly, her eyes fixed on the entrance of the carpark.
It was getting easier and easier to drink the coffee, Anna thought brightly, and she asked the server
for another cup. The woman asked her if she was ready to order, Anna shook her head and, with her
implacable smile firmly in place, said she was waiting for someone. Because after all, she had come
as early as she could. She regretted not bringing a book, not having something to do besides stare off
into the distance. After all, she would have had to come from quite far away really, it would be sure to
take her hours. She hoped it would not take her too long, she didn’t know how long she could sit here
without ordering.
By the third cup of coffee, Anna had gotten quite used to the taste. It was really quite pleasant, once
you had had enough of it. And the truckers really weren’t so bad, she could overhear some of their
conversations and they seemed like they had so many stories to tell. The wan sun rose higher in the sky,
and the breakfast crowd waned before waxing gently into luncheoners. Anna ordered an egg sandwich
in a half-hearted attempt to keep the server from bothering her and chewed at it listlessly. She began,
despite herself, to get slightly nervous. She had promised to pick Sandy back up before seven, and it
would take her an hour to get home. Hope for breakfast had long since been abandoned, but surely
there was a chance of a late lunch.
She spent at least an hour pushing the remains of her egg around on her plate, arranging the crumbs
in strange new patterns. At the server’s insistence, she had ordered a slice of apple pie, which should
at least provide fifteen minutes’ entertainment. The ebb and flow of clients slowly sped up, and she
realised it was nearing dinner time. She thought she saw — but it wasn’t, and she resumed her guessing
game, trying to appear unperturbed.
Unbidden tears began to seep through her façade, rolling down her red cheeks in fat rivulets. She did
all she could to breathe through the sobs which threatened to wrack her body, but her shoulders still
began to shake. Worse than the humiliation was the confusion: she could think of no reason to cry.
After all, it was only five thirty.
The sun slunk lower still in the sky as she ordered another cup of coffee.
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Literary Advice Column

Dear Felicity,
I’ve just started over: new city, new job, new house, new life. The problem is that one of my neighbours
happens to be my ex from my early 20’s. She’s married and has a kid, but my feelings have never been
stronger! I’ve been throwing parties and getting the word out that it’s open invite in hope that she’ll
come, but she hasn’t yet. What else can I do?
Waiting for that green light
Dear Waiting,
I truly feel for you. You’ve clearly been thinking about this woman for some time and are willing to
go to considerable lengths to be with her. But if she doesn’t feel the same way (and, believe me, she
doesn’t, or she’d be married to you), then there’s nothing more you can do. By all means, continue
throwing your parties, they sound like a lot of fun! Maybe you’ll meet someone new there.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
Dear Felicity,
I think I’ve found the one! She’s charming, witty, headstrong, and beautiful. Even better: I think her
parents approve of me! But I think she hates me? I think she just needs to get to know me a bit more.
By the way, I may have gotten between her sister and her sister’s boyfriend, but there were really good
reasons for me to do that. How can I convince her that we’re meant to be?
The last man in the world she could
ever be prevailed upon to marry

Dear Last Man,
I know this may sound radical, and perhaps excessive, but have you considered talking to her about
it? Ask her out for a nice walk or maybe a cup of tea and explain your indubitably excellent reasons
to her. Maybe, somewhere along the way, she’ll actually get to know you well enough for her to decide
on her own if she wants to be with you.

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––
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Dear Felicity,
I recently went back to visit my father, and he’s nothing like the man I remember. Everything from my
childhood seems to have been skewed: I always thought he was honourable and working for civil rights,
but I just found a pamphlet in his living room proving the contrary… What should I do about it?
Declaring what I see
Dear Declaring,
You spent your whole life believing you were raised by a good man, and by the sounds of it, he was lying
to you. While the situation seems difficult, the answer is simple. First, try to make sure the pamphlet
was indeed his, and that he truly believes these things. Then, if that is the case, stop legitimising your
father’s racist beliefs with your continued presence in his life. This might be difficult – it’s likely that
you love your father very much – but he isn’t the man you thought he was. Good luck!
Looking for advice from Felicity? Email muse.unil@gmail.com
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Tomato & Cream Sauce Recipe

This sauce tends to be called “sauce maison” in restaurants, which is appropriate — it’s flavourful,
filling, and warming. You can easily make it vegan by leaving out the cream, which I often do myself.
Serves 4.
Ingredients
•

5dL tomato sauce (passata), or else 500g of canned chopped tomatoes

•

A dash of olive oil

•

Half a medium-sized onion

•

One clove of garlic, or more if you fancy!

•

3dL single cream

•

500g of pasta (I prefer penne, but all shapes will work fine)

•

Basil, preferably fresh

•

1 tsp of sugar

•

Some vegetable stock (optional)

•

If not, salt

Method
1. Heat a large frying pan to medium-low heat with some olive oil.
2. Dice the onion and mince the garlic.
3. Place the onion and garlic in the pan and let them heat up briefly.
4. Meanwhile, roughly chop the basil.
5. Pour the tomato sauce in while stirring, along with the sugar.
6. Next, add the basil and the salt or the vegetable stock. If you are using powdered stock or none at
all, add a little water.
7. While stirring, bring the heat up until the sauce begins to lightly simmer.
8. Leave to simmer for 10 minutes.
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9. Meanwhile, put a pot of salted water on to boil. Once the water has reached a rolling boil, pour
in the pasta.
10. Stir the sauce and the pasta regularly. Once the sauce has been simmering for about 10 minutes,
turn the heat down, or else leave it longer if you want it to be thicker.
11. Drain the pasta and retain a small cup of the water.
12. Add the cream to the sauce and stir until it’s combined, and the sauce is a light pink.
13. Pour the pasta’s cooking water and the pasta into the sauce and stir thoroughly until each piece of
pasta is coated in sauce.
14. Leave to rest for a little under five minutes and serve, with basil to garnish if you’re feeling fancy.
It’s also lovely with some parmesan!

Image: © ‘get sauced’’ by underwhelmer (licensed uder CC BY-NC 2.0).
https://flic.kr/p/95h1bm
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— From ‘Ode to a Nightingale.’ John Keats.

The murmurous haunt of flies on summer eves.

The coming musk-rose, full of dewy wine,

And mid-May’s eldest child,

Fast fading violets cover’d up in leaves;

